Some Princeton Festival Artists’ CDs

The following selection is by no means exhaustive. We asked performers to send us their CDs (or cover images), and this compilation reflects what we received, already had in our own collection, or could find on the Internet. We regret some obvious omissions. Check the artists’ websites for information on how you can buy particular items.

Phil Thomas, the artist who made the first two CDs below, regrettably died before the Princeton Festival came into existence, but if there is a guiding spirit behind its aim of preserving and reinvigorating the vernacular music of British Columbia, that spirit is Phil Thomas’s. Phil was the pioneer and the most conscientious of B.C. folksong collectors, and his vernacular song collection is a treasure that we will be exploring and drawing upon for many decades. This issue of Canadian Folk Music is dedicated to him.

David Gregory

Phil Thomas. Where the Fraser River Flows

Phil Thomas. Live at Folklife Expo 88
We continue with four CDs and a CD-ROM from the organizers of the Princeton Festival, Jon Bartlett and Rika Rubesaat. After that it's alphabetical from Mike Ballantyne to Zeellia.

Jon Bartlett & Rika Rubesaat. 
*Come to Me in Canada.*

Jon Bartlett & Rika Rubesaat. 
*The Young Man from Canada.*

Jon Bartlett & Rika Rubesaat. 
*The Green Fields of Canada.*

Jon Bartlett & Rika Rubesaat. 
*Now It's Called Princeton.*

Mike Ballantyne. *Papa Wants a Cookie*

Bob Bossin. *Gabriola V0R 1X0*
Bob Bossin. *The Rose on Annie’s Table.*

The Cutters. *Live Aboard the Wawona*

Fraser Union. *This Old World.*

Fraser Union. *BC Songbook.*

Fraser Union. *Hello Stranger!*

Rosaleen Gregory. *Sheath and Knife.*

Fraser Union. *From There to Here.*

Rosaleen Gregory. *Serpent’s Knee.*
Brian Robertson. *Saltchuck Serenade.*

Sassenach Rebellion. *Come Back Here.*

Sarah Jane Scouten. *Magpie Waltz.*

Penny Sidor. *Days of August.*


Seattle Song Circle. *Songs of the Pacific Northwest.*

Penny Sidor. *Not One Mile.*

Barry Truter. *Traveller.*
Paddy Tutty. *The Roving Jewel*.

Vazzy. *Dans Mon Chemin Rencontre*.

Paddy Tutty. *Prairie Druid*.

The Wanderers. *Live & Kickin’*.

Paddy Tutty. *In the Greenwood*.

Bob Webb. *From Salthouse Dock*.

VFSS Shanty Crew. *Blow the Man Down!*

Zeellia. *Willow Bridge*. 